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Klinger divides contextual factors into the synchronic and the diachronic, under the 
subdivisions of cinematic practices, intertextual zones and social and historical 
contexts. Of particular relevance to this study is that cross-cultural reception is listed 
under both synchronic and diachronic, along with Klinger’s observation that studying 
the cross-national reception of films (she refers to US films in particular) forces a 
reevaluation of all the other contextual factors in line with the specificities of the 
context of the receiving country.  
As Klinger acknowledges, a total history of film is a seemingly impossible 
task, so it is logical to narrow the focus in terms of context. Bearing in mind that one 





























































recent!graduates!(both!undergraduate!and!postgraduate),!as!well!as!relatives!and!friends!of!people!who!had!received!the!email.!In!line!with!the!New!Audience!Research!notion!that!those!who!freely!volunteer!information!are!valuable!for!analysis,!participants!were!actively!encouraged!to!pass!on!the!study!to!anyone!who!they!thought!might!like!to!participate.!! As!previously!mentioned,!a!preQscreening!questionnaire!was!used.!Aside!from!ensuring!that!potential!participants!met!the!required!demographic,!this!also!helped!to!establish!that!there!was!a!fair!range!of!both!contemporary!Japanese!horror!film!experiences,!and!of!culturalQcompetencies!with!regard!to!Japan.!There!were!vast!variations!in!the!amount!of!films!which!participants!had!seen,!as!well!as!discrepancies!as!to!those!which!they!considered!to!be!horror!films.!A!number!of!participants!had!firstQhand!experience!of!Japan,!and!two!were!students!on!JapanQrelated!courses!at!the!University!of!Sheffield.!Some!held!an!interest!in!Japan!or!in!particular!areas!of!Japanese!popular!culture,!and!others!indicated!that!they!had!very!little!knowledge!or!interest!in!Japan.!In!terms!of!ethical!considerations,!all!participants!were!made!aware!of!the!purpose!of!the!study,!and!remained!anonymous.!Names!have!been!changed!and!participants!were!compensated!five!pounds!for!their!time.!!! Participants!in!Japan!were!all!students!at!Waseda!University,!also!between!the!ages!of!eighteen!and!thirty.!They!were!selected!through!a!combination!of!volunteers!from!the!International!Community!Centre!and!students!recruited!via!the!author’s!host!professor.!! Although!there!are!no!firm!guidelines!as!to!sample!sizes!in!qualitative!research,!recommendations!tend!to!be!between!thirty!and!fifty!(Morse!1994,!Bernard!2000,!Creswell!1998).!For!this!study!there!were!twentyQfour!focus!
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group!participants!and!twenty!UK!individual!interviewees.!Of!the!twenty!individual!interviewees,!five!had!also!taken!part!in!the!focus!group!stage.!Although!not!contributing!directly!to!these!results,!there!were!eight!Japanese!interviewees.!!
Selection*of*films*Since!this!study!is!audienceQled,!and!based!on!interpretations!of!contemporary!Japanese!horror!films,!it!is!logical!that!the!films!considered!should!be!those!which!have!been!seen!by!a!UK!audience.!For!the!purposes!of!this!thesis,!that!UK!audience!is!represented!by!the!research!participants.!Theoretically,!those!films!raised!for!analysis!are!most!present!in!the!cultural!imaginary!and!therefore!most!likely!to!have!made!an!impact!upon!perceived!definitions!of!the!genre!as!a!whole.!The!identification!of!key!films!during!the!focus!group!stage!was!done!not!through!prompting!participants!to!give!titles,!but!in!observing!which!contemporary!Japanese!horror!films!they!used!as!a!point!of!reference!during!their!discussion.!The!most!prominent!of!these!by!far!were!as!follows:!Q Ring!(Nakata!1998)!Q Audition!(Miike!1999)!Q Ju+on:/The/Grudge!(Shimizu!2004)!Q Dark/Water!(Nakata!2002)!Q Battle/Royale!(Fukasaku!2000)!Q Ichi/the/Killer!(Miike!2001)!!!All!of!the!above!films!have!at!some!point!been!discussed!within!academia!as!contemporary!Japanese!horror!films,!although!they!are!not!all!considered!horror!films!in!Japan.!These!were!the!films!around!which!tropes!and!thematic!discussion!during!the!individual!interviews!tended!to!focus,!and!around!which!the!majority!of!the!analysis!presented!in!this!thesis!revolves.!An!additional!small!
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release!date)! UK!home!release!date! UK!distribution!label! UK!Festival!Screenings!
Ring!(Hideo!Nakata!1998)! 18/08/00! Tartan/Asia/
Extreme! !
Audition/(Takashi!Miike!1999)! 16/03/01! Tartan/Asia/Extreme! Raindance!Film!Fest.!17/10/2000!
Battle/Royale!(Kinji!Fukusaku!2000)! 14/09/01! Tartan/Asia/Extreme! Edinburgh!Film!Fest.!18/08/2001!




Dark/Water!(Hideo!Nakata!2002)! 06/06/03! Tartan/Asia/Extreme! Edinburgh!Film!Fest.!17/08/2002!Raindance!Film!Fest.!27/10/2002!

















































































































































Japanese!horror!film?”!Answers!given!demonstrated!a!large!plurality!in!some!aspects,!yet!a!degree!of!consensus!in!others.!Although!I!will!go!into!more!depth!regarding!the!definition!and!comprehension!process!in!chapter!seven,!this!section!will!begin!to!provide!some!analysis!of!definitions!in!order!to!highlight!the!semantic!and!syntactic!elements!that!participants!recognized!within!the!genre.!! One!way!in!which!participants!approached!the!definition!of!contemporary!Japanese!horror!film!was!by!identifying!what!they!deemed!to!be!common!features!of!the!genre.!In!some!cases!this!was!prompted!with!the!question!“What!themes!do!you!think!are!common!to!Japanese!horror!film?”!Other!times!it!arose!naturally!during!conversation.!A!number!of!semantic!elements!were!identified!by!participants!as!defining!or!being!common!to!contemporary!Japanese!horror!film.!For!example:!!! Adam:!! !!Just!thinking!about!it!that!does!seem!to!be!quite!a!common!!! (27,!male,! !!thing…!like!water!and!drowning.!! Line!manager)!!! David:! Like!in!The/Ring,!that!long!wet!black!hair.!And!I!actually!! (29,!male! think!that’s!something!that’s!ingrained!in!those!films!that!!! installation! I’ve!seen!as!well,!that!black!wet!hair!and!like!it!stringing!! engineer)! out!and!spreading!out!and!the!thought!of!it!like!choking!you!or!just!wrapping!around!someone’s!like!white!dead!face.!!! Abbie:!! Water,!I!think,!just!thinking!of!Dark/Water,!obviously,!and!in!The/Ring!there’s!quite!a!lot!of!water!involved!in!the!well!and!things!like!that,!it!seems!to!be!a!bit!of!a!theme.!!! Dawn:!! ! Always!a!child!who!was!abused,!the!main!characters!are!always!schoolgirls,!high!school!students,!or!a!child!who!was!abused.!!! Graham:! ! There!always!seems!to!be!a!kind!of!theme!of!a!child,!where!something!happens!to!them,!usually!bad.!Like!in!this!case!it!was!the!daughter!being!killed,!in!The/Ring!it!was!the!daughter!being!killed,!yeah!and!also!in!Audition!as!well,!it!
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was!the!daughter!being!abused!when!she!was!younger.!It!seems!to!be!a!running!theme!of!children!who!are!female.!!! John:! ! ! There!is!often!an!emphasis!on!either!a!younger!female!villain!or!protagonist!against!an!older!or!male!goodie.!!! Anna:! ! !There!certainly!seems!to!be!that!sort!of!vengeful!ghost!! (28,!female,! thing!going!on,!but!I!guess!that’s!reasonably!common!!! administrator)!across!all!horror!films,!but!it!seems!to!be!vengeful!ghosts!and!quite!often!women,!sort!of!female!ghosts!being!particularly!nasty.!!! Jodie:! ! ! Retribution,!definitely!there’s!some!kind!of!revenge!or!! (25,!female,! ! retribution.!The!ones!that!I’ve!seen!there’s!often!children!!! clerk)! ! ! involved.!!! Kevin:!! ! One!thing!they!do!really!well!is!like!bangs!and!footsteps,!!! (28,!male,! ! like!footsteps!that!you!can’t!see.!You!know,!the!sound!of!!! coQordinator)!! footsteps.!That’s!one!thing!they!seem!to!do!quite!a!lot!of.!!! Jamie:! ! ! No!one!is!safe,!it's!like!they're!picking!random!people.!And!!! (20,!male,! ! about!locations,!whereas!Western!films!seem!to!have!a!!! student)! ! specific!location,!you!know!like!trapped!in!a!mall!with!zombies,!or!trapped!in!a!building,!Japanese!horror!films!like!Ju+On![The/Grudge],!it!just!picks!people.!There's!that!woman!in!her!flat,!isn't!there.!And!in!The/Ring!it!doesn't!matter!where!you!are,!it’s!going!to!get!you.!!The!examples!above,!while!useful!in!defining!the!elements!of!the!genre,!are!just!a!representative!selection!of!participants’!opinions!on!the!subject!of!common!themes!taken!from!individual!interviews.!However,!they!demonstrate!that!there!was!generally!a!separately!achieved!consensus!amongst!participants!about!a!number!of!tropes!common!to!contemporary!Japanese!horror!film.!Further!to!this,!these!tropes!often!tended!to!intersect!with!one!another.!The!main!identified!semantic!tropes!will!be!discussed!in!depth!in!chapter!eight!in!terms!of!their!perceived!meanings.!!! Notably,!even!when!prompted,!participants!tended!to!only!identify!one!or!two!semantic!elements!that!they!deemed!common!to!the!genre,!and!at!times,!acknowledged!these!as!also!being!extendable!to!the!wider!horror!genre.!Hence,!
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to!take!a!semantic!approach!to!definition!alone!would!be!typical!of!the!shortfall!that!Altman!describes,!in!that!they!are!applicable!to!a!large!number!of!films!and!do!little!to!explain!context.!Thus,!these!semantic!elements!must!be!considered!alongside!answers!given!by!participants!that!were!syntactic!in!nature.!! According!to!Altman!(1999:!89):!“Where!attention!to!semantic!concerns!produces!little!more!than!a!label…syntactic!analysis!offers!understanding!of!textual!workings!and!thus!of!the!deeper!structures!underlying!generic!affiliation”.!Of!the!common!themes!that!participants!identified,!far!fewer!were!syntactic!than!semantic.!Given!varying!levels!of!Japanese!culturalQcompetency!amongst!participants,!it!is!perhaps!unsurprising!that!upon!identification!of!syntactic!elements!which!they!believed!to!be!common!to!the!genre,!these!were!often!attributed!in!some!way!to!the!perceived!uniqueness!of!the!Japanese!context.!At!times,!wider!influences!such!as!Japanese!myth!and!folklore!were!identified!themselves!as!a!common!theme.!Both!of!these!tendencies!can!be!seen!amongst!the!following!examples!of!syntactic!identifications:!! Abbie:!! There!seems!to!be!a!sort!of!indiscrimination!about!who!gets!killed!in!some!of!Japanese!horror!film!I’ve!seen,!things!like!that.!My!sister!loves!the!Final/Destination!films!so!I’ve!gone!to!see!a!couple!of!those!with!her!and!there’s!some!reason!for!all!those!people!getting!killed,!you!know!they!missed!out!on!some!destined!event,!but!in!some!of!the!Japanese!horror!it!just!seems!to!be!total!random!selection!of!victims!and!that!might!be!something!that!is!cultural,!fits!in!with!the!scene!I!don’t!know.!!! Adam:!! Um…yeah,!definitely!theme!of!ghosts!and!dead!people.!And!like!myths!and!legends.!!! Sarah:! ! There's!something!about!them!that!everyone!can!!! (21,!female,! understand,!situations!that!they!can!relate!to!which!makes!!! student)! it!scarier,!and!you!think!“what!if!I!was!in!that!situation?"!Then!you've!got!more!similar!things!that!happen!that!are!mixed!in,!perhaps!they!believe!these!things!might!happen,!like!superstitions.!Whereas!we!don't!have!many!
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superstitions,!they!have!beliefs!like!Buddhism!so!maybe!they!have!more!belief!in!ghosts!and!stuff.!!! A!syntactic!approach!which!goes!beyond!attention!to!just!objects!or!images!has!a!further!benefit!in!that!it!can!serve!to!contextualise!the!films!within!extraQtextual!syntactic!patterns.!This!was!evident!in!the!way!that!participants!discussed!the!films,!tying!them!into!ideas!about!Japanese!religion,!folklore,!superstition!and!history.!However,!I!suspect!that!this!is!more!visible!than!it!would!be!in!the!case!of!domestic!horror,!as!the!naming!of!the!genre!in!the!UK!as!‘Japanese/horror!film’!means!that!is!undeniably!tied!up!with!Japan!as!a!signifier.!Ties!to!both!nation!and!ideas!of!the!nation!in!general!exist!in!the!way!in!which!the!films!are!grouped!in!the!UK.!!This!opens!up!the!potential!for!audiences!to!create!preconceptions!before!viewing,!and!for!elements!within!the!films!to!be!deemed!‘Japanese’!and!for!conclusions!to!be!drawn!from!them!about!the!nature!of!Japanese!society.!! While!it!is!not!my!intention!to!suggest!that!participants!identified!features!that!were!purely!either!semantic!or!syntactic,!further!examples!demonstrate!that!when!these!approaches!are!taken!singularly!they!can!prove!problematic.!This!was!particularly!noticeable!because,!as!mentioned,!interviewees!often!tended!towards!naming!just!one!or!two!defining!features!of!contemporary!Japanese!horror!film.!In!these!following!examples,!participants!realised!during!their!answer!that!a!feature!was!either!applicable!beyond!the!genre,!or!that!it!confused!the!generic!nature!of!a!different!film!that!they!had!previously!passed!judgment!on:!!! Peter:! ! A!lot!of!Japanese!film,!not!necessarily!horror!films,!always!seem!to!be!very!stormy!and!maybe!Japan!is!a!place!that!gets!lots!of!storms,!I!don’t!really!know!but!they!always!seem!to!
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when!placed!in!the!transnational!UK!context.!This!is!often!reflected!in!the!way!in!which!it!is!marketed!and!written!about!in!the!UK.!The!films!which!are!usually!contained!under!the!umbrella!of!contemporary!Japanese!horror!can!be!grouped!into!two!broad!categories:!supernatural!films!which!are!largely!ghost!stories!and!close!to!the!idea!of!JQhorror!canon,!and!body/horror!films!which!usually!have!no!supernatural!element!but!have!shock!value!related!to!gore.!Participants!tended!to!equate!either!the!supernatural!films!or!both!categories!with!contemporary!Japanese!horror!film,!although!individual!films!such!as!Audition!were!contested.!No!one!regarded!only!those!films!which!rely!on!the!body!horror!aspect!to!represent!the!genre.!The!broad!range!of!interviewee!definitions!as!to!the!nature!of!contemporary!Japanese!horror!film!were!all!fitting!with!the!idea!of!horror!in!general,!and!can!be!simplified!as!follows:!gore/violence,!supernatural,!psychological,!scare!and!shock.!! As!stated!in!chapter!four,!in!Japan,!films!in!which!the!horror!element!is!closer!to!the!idea!of!body!horror,!or!is!borne!of!violence,!are!not!equated!with!the!classical!idea!of!horror.!These!films!are!instead!aligned!with!genres!which!are!somewhat!similar!to!subgenres!which!exist!within!the!Western!concept!of!horror,!but!are!commonly!accepted!standQalone!genres!in!Japan.!Distancing!from!horror!during!both!the!domestic!production!and!distribution!processes!extends!to!a!number!of!the!films!included!in!this!study,!namely!those!which!were!most!frequently!contested:!Battle/Royale,!Audition!and!Ichi/the/Killer.!Although!none!of!the!participants!cited!gore!as!a!primary!defining!feature!of!contemporary!Japanese!horror!film,!some!did!deem!it!to!be!a!feature!when!placed!within!their!perceived!duality!of!the!genre:!! Jodie:! They’re!quite!melancholy!horror!films!aren't!they,!!
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Japanese!horror!films!I!always!kind!of!find,!it’s!not!like!a!sort!of!a!frenetic!stabbing!and!then!away,!apart!from!Battle/
Royale,!that’s!a!bit!gunho.!!!!!!!!!!Elliot:! Well!there!are!one!or!two!gory!elements,!but!it!is!kind!of!!about!the!shock!and!the!suspense…!It’s!easy!to!just!show!people!being!killed,!but!it’s!a!lot!more!difficult!to!create!suspense!and!tension!and!I!think![Japanese!horror]!does!that!pretty!well.!! !!!!!!!!Sarah:!! If!you're!talking!about!things!like!The/Ring!or!The/Grudge,!they're!more!psychologically!scary.!Like!if!you!are!watching!them!in!bed!and!you!think!that!kid!is!going!to!crawl!out!of!the!duvet…!yeah,!they!don't!have!huge!gore!factor!in!them.!Well,!most!of!them.!!Likewise,!at!times!participants!explicitly!addressed!a!distinction!between!what!they!perceived!be!different!kinds!of!contemporary!Japanese!horror!film,!such!as!Abbie’s!observation!that!Battle/Royale!was!“Not!a!supernatural!horror!film.!I!think!that’s!the!distinction!I’ve!made,!that!it’s!more!of!a,!I!dunno,!it’s!almost!sciQfi,!it’s!like!a!sciQfi!horror”.!!! The!lack!of!emphasis!on,!and!reluctance!to!classify,!all!contemporary!Japanese!horror!films!as!being!gory!may!reflect!ambivalence!as!to!whether!these!films!truly!belong!in!the!genre.!However,!it!is!more!likely!a!reflection!of!their!status!as!an!ambiguous!part!of!the!genre!secondary!to!supernaturalQbased!films.!This!is!not!to!imply!that!gory!films!were!not!considered!to!be!horror!film!by!UK!participants,!indeed!when!asked!directly!whether!they!considered!Audition,!
Battle/Royale!or!Ichi/the/Killer!horror!films,!around!half!of!all!participants!said!that!they!did.!Although!contradictory,!when!talking!about!those!particular!films,!some!participants!described!the!way!in!which!they!thought!their!nonQsupernatural!nature!was!a!contributing!factor!to!their!status!as!horror.!For!example,!when!speaking!about!how!she!considered!Audition!to!be!horror,!Anna!stated:!“It’s!like!revulsion.!Yeah,!just!like!eurgh,!that’s!horrible.!I!think!because!
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it’s!not!particularly!supernatural,!so!you!think,!you!know,!something!like!that!could!happen!to!somebody”.!! Perhaps!due!to!the!prominence!of!supernatural!films,!which!all!participants!agreed!constituted!horror,!it!was!more!common!for!participants!to!cite!that!particular!element!as!a!defining!feature:!! Mike:! ! To!me!horror!is!about!supernatural!elements.!If!it’s!got!the!scare!factor!but!there’s!no!sort!of!ghost!of!monster!at!the!end!of!it!then!I…!you!know!what!I!mean…!if!it’s!just!about!murder!and!things.!But!it!doesn’t!have!that…!I!would!class!that!one![Audition]!as!a!thriller.!Not!even!a!psychological!horror,!it!has!to!have!that!supernatural!element!for!me.!!! David:!! The!whole!sort!of!idea!I!guess!of!ghosts!strikes!me,!I!dunno!if!that’s!different!culture,!what’s!scary,!what’s!supernatural!and!the!things!that!connect!to!Japanese!and!the!Western!society!might!be!different…!But!I!dunno,!like!in!The/Ring!and!The/Grudge!and!stuff!like!this,!it!kind!of!just,!there’s!that!sort!of!like!supernatural!theme!where!it’s!more!sort!of!story,!I!guess!there’s!not!so!much!some!geezer!running!round!in!a!hockey!mask!with!a!chainsaw!trying!to!cut!people!up.!!! Elliot:! ! I!think!they!rely!more!on!the!supernatural,!but!in!a!more!kind!of!Buddhist!way,!like!Shinto!way,!you!know,!the!idea!of!spirits!and!kind!of!ghosts.!!! At!times!the!idea!of!contemporary!Japanese!horror!film!as!supernatural!was!entwined!with!participants’!ideas!about!the!horror!genre!in!general,!which!some!also!perceived!as!being!defined!by!supernatural!elements.!These!were!often!differentiated!from!American!horror!which!some!generalised!as!reliant!on!gore.!However,!a!common!thread!linking!both!the!nature!of!contemporary!Japanese!horror!film!as!supernatural!and!as!violent/gory,!was!the!idea!of!the!genre!as!psychological.!This!feature!was!cited!by!a!large!number!of!participants!across!all!of!the!films!mentioned:!!! Sarah:! ! It![Battle/Royale]!was!based!a!lot!more!on!gore,!I!think!that's!definitely!why!it!was!so!popular!with!Western!
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audiences!because!it!has!got!the!gore!in!it.!It!doesn't!abandon!the!psychological!state!because!of!the!horror!bit,!because!you're!thinking!“If!I!was!there,!would!I!be!able!to!kill!myself?"!!! Mike:! ! More!the!psychological!things!I!think,!that’s!the!difference!between!Japanese!films!and!American,!you!know!like!sort!of!Ichi/the/Killer,!and!stuff!like!Confessions!or!The/Grudge,!they’re!more!sort!of!subtle!horror,!not!giving!you!enough,!or!like!giving!you!enough!and!then!taking!it!away!to!let!you!think!about!it.!!! Dawn:!! Definitely!more!psychologically!orientated.!Like,!they!don’t!rely!that!much!on!visual!effects.!Well,!they!do,!but!not!like!in!the!American!movies!though,!in!the!American!movies!you!can!just!be!like!“oh,!there’s!a!bucket!of!blood”.!!! While!the!definition!of!contemporary!Japanese!horror!film!as!psychological!tended!to!be!a!common!thread!which!linked!the!two!kinds!for!many!participants,!there!was!also!a!second!dichotomy!present.!This!largely!consisted!of!splitting!the!genre,!or!qualifying!a!film,!by!whether!it!is!shocking!or!whether!it!is!scary,!or!relating!to!the!ability!of!a!film!to!create!suspense!or!tension:!! Kevin:!! I!mean!Battle/Royale!never!scared!me!it!just!made!me…!if!it!scared!me!I’d!consider!it!a!horror.!That’s!why!Suicide/Club!in!my!opinion!isn’t!a!horror,!it’s!more!of!a!thriller,!because!is!didn’t!scare!me!but!I!was!like!‘wow!that!was!shocking’.!But!shocking!stuff!I!don’t!consider!as!horror,!so!like!Battle/
Royale!for!the!same!reason!shocked!me,!I!mean!I!thought!about!it!quite!a!lot,!but!it!didn’t!scare!me.!!! Adam:!! Shocking!was!just!like!“wow”,!it!just!makes!you!think,!whereas!horror!is!different,!it!actually!scared!me.!If!there’s!something!on!the!screen!that!I!look!at!and!it!scares!me!or!it!sometimes!comes!down!to!the!sound,!stuff!like!that,!that!sort!of!thing.!Rather!than!a!theme,!because!in!Battle/Royale!it’s!more!of!a!theme,!about!a!subject,!there’s!no!monsters!in!it,!there’s!no!ghosts.!!! Graham:! Like!in!Japanese!films!the!tension!builds!more!slower,!!! (26,!male,! whereas!Western!films!show!quite!a!lot,!it’s!more!graphic!!! student)! and!in!your!face!and!jumpy.!Whereas!in!Japanese!films,!I!think!the!tension!slowly!builds!and!people!don’t!know!
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!! Abbie:!! I!can’t!remember!if!it!was!a!director!that!I’d!seen!before,!because!there’s!a!couple!of!directors!that!I!never!remember!their!names!but!my!husband!does,!and!he!always!says!“oh!there’s!a!new!soQandQso!film,!let’s!see!it!”!It!might!well!have!been!one!of!these!directors!that!we!both!like!so!we!watched!it.!!! Elliot:! ! I!wasn’t!so!much!interested!in!horror,!but!it!was!the!idea!that!the!filmmaker!was…it!was!made!by!the!same!filmmaker,!Miike!Takashi.!!! Jodie:! ! The!music!in!Japanese!horror!films!as!well,!it!just!builds!the!tension!so!well.!You!couldn’t!just!listen!to!the!soundtrack!of!
Ring!on!its!own!and!not!be!like!“ohhh!something!horrible!is!gonna!happen!”!!I!think!yeah!the!noises,!because!in!Ring!I!love!that!little!“frolicking!brine,!goblins!be!thine”,!that!little!rhyme!that!goes!through!them!all,!and!it’s!sung!in!that!sort!of!distorted!voice,!it’s!really!supernatural.!Yeah,!I!like!those!bits.!!! Craig:! ! I!just!thought!the!production!value!was!absolutely!amazing.!One!of!the!things!that’s!really!striking!about!this!film![Ring]!overall!I!think,!you!know!the!little!clip!that!they’ve!all!seen.!Influences!reflecting!personal!interests!tended!to!be!extended!towards!defining!traits!of!the!genre,!and!largely!revolved!around!directors!and!technical!aspects!of!the!films.!Aside!from!evidencing!the!impact!that!elements!such!as!these!have!on!audiences!and!the!way!in!which!they!connect!to!the!films,!this!also!begins!to!hint!at!audiences!bringing!their!own!prior!knowledge!to!a!film!viewing.!!! Contemporary!Japanese!horror!film!can!be!contextualised!with!the!same!value!judgments!that!participants!would!likely!apply!to!any!film.!Indeed,!participants!often!extended!their!points!of!interest!to!an!appreciation!of!similar!elements!in!other!media,!particularly!Japanese,!unprompted:!!! Craig:! Oh!yeah,!that!creaking!sound…!it’s!a!very!strong!horror!element!isn't!it.!I!think!the!Japanese!are!very!imaginative!like!that,!I!remember!the!music…!the!sound!director!from!the!Silent/Hill!series,!he!was!in!an!interview!and!said!that!he!
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postQcursor!of!Asia!extreme.19!Torture!porn!films!often!selfQidentify!contemporary!Japanese!horror!film!as!a!direct!influence,!with!Japanese!director!Takashi!Miike!even!making!a!cameo!in!the!Hostel!film!itself.!Interestingly,!these!films!were!held!up!both!as!markers!of!similarity!and!of!difference!by!different!participants.!This!was!dependent!upon!their!view!of!the!contemporary!Japanese!horror!film!genre!as!a!whole,!and!whether!they!were!only!discussing!one!particular!film!within!the!genre.!These!comparisons!were!never!in!terms!of!narrative,!but!purely!in!terms!of!the!depiction!of!violence!and!gore!as!shown!in!two!examples!from!John!and!Anna:!John:! The!best!part!of!Western!horror!for!me!is!the!atmosphere!and!the!tension.!I!really!like!The/Exorcist,!for!example.!But!there’s!also!a!lot!of!Western!horror!that’s!based!on!gore!rather!than!anything!else,!which!I!was!never!really!interested!in.!The!Eastern!horror!primarily!builds!on!the!atmosphere!and!the!tension,!so!things!like!the!direction.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Anna:! I!think!it’s!obviously!of!a!particular!style!and!there!were!some!where!I!thought!they’d!gone!over!the!edge!of!being!a!bit!gratuitous,!but!I!think!only!in!the!same!way!that!I!think!things!like!Hostel!and!things!like!that!are,!you!know!Saw.!! When!participants!held!up!either!individual!films!or!Hollywood!films!as!a!whole!in!terms!of!their!perceived!difference!from!contemporary!Japanese!horror!film,!it!was!consistently!in!order!to!illustrate!the!way!in!which!Japanese!horror!film!was!a!departure!from!the!Hollywood!“norm”.!!On!occasion,!what!was!stressed!was!the!difference!of!foreign!films!as!a!whole.!This,!surprisingly,!contained!a!range!of!specific!comparisons!which!included!films!from!outside!the!horror!genre,!such!as!comedies.!Alongside!valuing!aspects!of!tension!and!suspense!that!were!mentioned!in!the!previous!chapter,!in!these!cases,!contemporary!Japanese!horror!was!situated!as!opposed!to!the!“latest!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!19!“Torture!porn”!is!a!subgenre!of!horror,!which!could!also!be!viewed!as!a!film!cycle.!Although!the!term!originated!in!2006,!it!was!once!again!in!fashion!at!time!of!the!interviews.!
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blockbuster”.!It!was!positioned!as!something!unpredictable!and!outside!of!the!mainstream:!! Jodie:! ! If!you!think!about!sort!of!formulaic!Hollywood!horror!films!you!can…!there’s!not!really!anything!surprising!happens!in!it,!it’s!stuff!you’ve!seen!in!different!horror!films!but!it’s!all!pulled!together!in!a!different!order!and!a!different!structure.!! Abbie:! I!think!if!you!got!and!watch!the!latest!blockbuster,!I!dunno!




The/Hunger/Games.!It!always!happens!though,!9!times!out!of!10,!!something!you!see!will!have!had!a!Japanese!origin!or!some!kind!of!idea!!from!a!manga!or!something!like!that.!! A!major!function!of!participants!directly!comparing!two!films!was!to!emphasise!that!the!Japanese!context!is!the!original,!and!that!the!idea!was!cannibalized!by!Hollywood.!Although!directors!such!as!Kinji!Fukasaku!and!Hideo!Nakata!openly!cite!their!American!influences,!any!indebtedness!to!Hollywood!went!unacknowledged!by!participants.!Despite!this,!Hollywood!films!were!sometimes!used!by!participants!in!order!to!provide!reference!points!and!explain!the!way!they!felt!about!a!particular!film,!or!to!explain!certain!elements!which!they!perceived!as!distinctly!“Japanese”!in!a!more!relatable!context.!For!example:!!! Abbie:!! I!think!it’s!one!of!those!films!a!bit!like,!you!know!the!film!
Candyman?!You!almost!don’t!wanna!watch!the!film!within!the!film!because!you’re!thinking!“oh!is!that!like!part!of!it”,!and!then…yeah,!I!wouldn’t!ever!go!and!stand!in!front!of!a!mirror!and!say!‘Candyman’!five!times,!just!in!case.!There!is!that…!it’s!a!really!clever!device!I!think!in!films,!to!have!something!that!the!characters!have!to!do!and!you!have!to!
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definition!of!contemporary!Japanese!horror!film.!This!is!partially!due,!perhaps,!to!their!source!material,!or!the!way!they!incorporate!tropes!that!were!deemed!emblematic!of!the!genre.!In!a!reversal!of!the!intercontextual!readings!that!critics!displayed!around!the!time!of!the!emergence!of!contemporary!Japanese!horror!film,!it!would!now!seem!that!UK!audiences!are!often!reading!the!remakes!through!the!framework!of!the!original,!or!drawing!comparisons!with!the!genre!as!whole.!! Lim!(2009:!224)!notes!the!way!in!which!the!Asian!horror!remake!is!“Caught!between!two!moves,!emphasizing!the!cultural/specificity!of!the!Asian!horror!film!while!imputing!a!cultural/neutrality!that!guarantees!its!appeal!to!global!audiences”.!This!dual!focus!is!evident!in!the!split!of!audience!approaches!towards!the!films,!much!in!the!same!way!that!Altman!(1999:!151)!describes!audiences!as!having!access!to!a!“generic!crossroads”!where!they!can!chose!to!either!ignore!or!go!along!with!cultural!and!generic!values!and!cues.!Some!participants!emphasised!the!similarity!of!the!remakes!through!their!perceived!closeness!to!the!Japanese!originals!or!to!their!idea!of!contemporary!Japanese!horror!film!in!general.!This!was!done!either!outright!or!through!confusion!between!the!original!and!the!remake:!! Graham:! Well,!I!remember!the!first!time!I’d!ever!seen!a!Japanese!horror,!it!was!the!American!remake!of!The/Ring,!but!I!suppose!the!themes!and!the!way!it!was!done!were!still!Japanese.!I!thought!it!was!so!different!from!the!way!Western!films!were,!because,!I!dunno,!they’re!kind!of!stagnant!doing!the!same!things!over!and!over!again,!and!then!these!Japanese!films!came!out,!the!monsters!were!different,!they’re!more!creepy.!! Craig:! That’s!the!one!I!remembered!the!least…!partly!because!I’ve!seen!the!American!remake!of!it,!and!again!I’m!a!little!bit!confused!between!the!two.!
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Ring]!and!then!the!main!character!started!an!investigation!and!there’s!this!tape!that!you!die!after!7!days!of!watching!it.!Then!I!didn't!watch!the!whole!movie,!I!just!clicked!until!the!end!so!I!saw!how!it!ends,!which!wasn’t!really!satisfying!because!then!you!have!to!copy!the!videotape!and!pass!it!and!really!you!have!like!15!sequels!after!that.!!! Peter:! ! I’ve!started!Grudge,!the!Japanese!one,!a!couple!of!times!but!I’ve!never!watched!it!to!the!end!because!I!can’t!!!! These!responses!are!fitting!with!the!rhetoric!that!digital!media!offers!viewers!in!general,!as!WadaQMarciano!(2009:!21)!acknowledges!“The!majority!of!home!theatre!viewers!tend!toward!an!interrupted!pattern!of!spectatorship!rather!than!watching!a!film!straight!through!as!in!a!movie!theatre”.!Contemporary!Japanese!horror!film!in!particular!often!lends!itself!to!this!kind!of!fragmented!viewing,!at!times!explicitly!promoting!a!chapter!viewing!structure.!For!example!with!Ju+on:/The/Grudge/and!X+Cross!which!are!broken!up!into!separate!chapterQlike!segments,!or!various!horror!anthologies!as!previously!mentioned.!However,!despite!this!tendency!towards!interrupted!viewing,!this!was!only!acceptable!to!participants!when!it!was!something!over!which!they!had!control.!This!was!evident!in!a!number!of!participant!responses!which!stressed!annoyance!at!adverts!whilst!watching!screenings!of!the!films!on!television,!or!at!being!interrupted!by!others:!! Elliot:! ! The!advert!breaks!didn’t!really!help!with!the!whole!tension,!that!was!particularly…!I!had!to!try!and!put!that!aside.!I!think!of!all!the!films!you!wanna!watch,!I!think!that!horror!films!are!probably!worst!to!watch!with!advert!breaks!because!the!tension!building!is!so!important.!And!it!does!undermine!that!when!you!see!and!advert!for!Direct!Line!or!something.!!! John:! ! It!depends!how!it’s!handled.!If!it’s!on!Channel!4!and!there’s!adverts!in!there!then!that’s!a!problem,!because!it!breaks!the!
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talking!about!the!films,!and!actively!seeking!out!knowledge!either!about!the!films!themselves!or!about!related!Japanese!culture:!! Andrew:! I!read!up!on!that!actually.!I!don’t!know!if!it’s!more!about!the!social!kinds!of!situations,!now!I’ve!really!got!into!in,!it’s!like!!Japanese!life.!How!you!get!up!early!on!a!Japanese!day,!and!worry!about!all!the!events!like!school!and!stuff.!Incase!it!ever!came!up!in!a!book!or!a!film!I’d!be!ready.!!! John:! ! there!was!this!one!horror!film!I!had!to!look!things!up!for!afterwards!called!Shibuya/Kaidan,!which!is!called!The/
Locker!in!English.!The!jizo!statues,!which!I!think!in!Buddhism,!the!child!is!supposed!to!show!respect!to!their!parents!in!order!to!be!able!to!be!protected!and!move!on.!!! Elliot:! ! the!vast!majority!of!people!I!know!aren't!really!particularly!interested!in!the!films…!I’ll!talk!to!them!about!it!afterwards!obviously,!but!they!won’t!actually!watch!the!film.!!For!John!and!Elliot,!Japanese!culture!is!a!part!of!their!university!course,!but!for!Andrew!it!is!purely!an!area!of!interest.!Seeking!explanations!or!developing!interest!in!something!following!a!film!viewing!is!a!relatively!predictable!outcome!which!no!doubt!happens!across!film!more!generally.!However,!I!was!surprised!to!discover!that!for!some!participants,!elements!of!specific!contemporary!Japanese!horror!films!had!become!part!of!a!ritual!shared!with!friends!or!family!removed!from!a!viewing!context:!! Abbie:!! The!film!that!they!watch![in/Ring].!And!umm,!that!little!song!in!it!“frolicking!brine,!goblins!be!thine”!it’s!really!silly.!Me!and!my!husband!we!sing!that!around!the!house!a!lot!haha.!!! Elliot:! ! I!found!by!accident!that!I!can!do!a!similar!noise![to!the!creaking!ghost!noise!in!The/Grudge],!so!I’ve!kind!of!normalised!it!a!bit,!the!fact!that!I!sometimes!do!an!impression!to!people!and!it’s!kind!of!funny.!It’s!definitely!quite!a!bizarre!thing…!but!I!think!I’ve!got!to!the!point!where!it!becomes!quite!a!joke.!!! In!one!aspect,!these!common!uses!create!meaning!for!the!films!between!groups!of!individuals,!and!suggests!that!they!are!part!of!what!Altman!(1999:!
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! Abbie:!! I!mean,!it’s!certainly!not!like!an!image!of!water!that!is!wonderfully!cleansing!and!nourishing,!it’s!definitely!something!around!death!and!water!or!drowning,!you!know!there’s!something…!you!wouldn't!want!to!drink!that!water!would!you.!It!looks!as!though!it!would!probably!kill!you,!you!know,!it’s!really!dirty!and!stagnant!and!nasty,!yeah.!It’s!not!a!nice!bubbling!spring!haha.!!! Graham:! And!in!Dark/Water!it’s!got!all!this!water,!it’s!raining!outside,!the!house!is!really!leaky,!but!then!the!good!part!of!water!is!that!you!need!it!for!drinking…!Then!the!girl!mentions,!when!the!auntie!is!round,!that!the!water!is!no!good,!in!this!film!all!water!is!bad.!Even!though!everyone!knows!water!kills!people,!people!still!desire!water!and!have!it!around!and!I!think!as!well,!in!Dark/Water,!the!taps!turn!on!on!their!own.!People!think!they!control!water!but!really!water’s!controlling!them!and!it’s!getting!everywhere.!!! Participants!also!framed!their!understanding!of!water!in!contemporary!Japanese!horror!film!around!their!knowledge!of!other!areas!of!Japan.!For!example,!that!water!must!play!a!central!role!due!to!Japan!being!an!archipelago.!Other!interpretations!were!more!perceivably!universal,!such!as!fear!of!drowning!or!water!being!necessary!for!life.!However,!an!unexpected!temporal!factor!within!frameworks!of!interpretation!was!observed.!All!interviews!took!place!after!the!tsunami!of!2011,!which!participants!demonstrated!a!high!awareness!of.!Most!likely!due!to!this,!the!majority!of!participants!equated!water!within!the!films!with!a!fear!of!water!in!everyday!Japanese!culture:!John:! I!mean,!with!The/Ring,!the!water!is!essentially!the!unknown.!Japan!being!an!island!country,!the!water!was!rarely!positive!in!terms!of!how!it!impacts!on!the!country,!tsunamis,!or!the!bad!weather,!typhoons!and!everything!else.!So,!there’s!always!been!a!fear!of!the!effects!that!water!can!have,!and!particularly!in!the!past!not!knowing!what!was!in!the!water,!and!that!attachment!of!fear!probably!carried!over!in!Dark/
Water!as!well.!! Graham:! Well,!I!always!thought!that,!like,!water!is!just!water!so!it’s!good!and!bad.!It’s!necessary!for!life!but!it!can!take!it!away,!so!it’s!such!apparent!from!what!the!Japanese!are!used!to,!
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! Although!a!few!participants!were!vaguely!aware!that!the!appearance!of!Sadako!had!precursors,!none!linked!her!to!these!very!culturallyQspecific!folktale!origins.!Highlighting!the!differing!reception!contexts,!UK!audiences!are!unlikely!to!have!been!exposed!to!the!roots!of!Sadako!in!the!same!way!a!domestic!viewer!might!have!been.!A!few!participants!shared!their!interpretations!of!the!symbolism!of!Sadako,!for!example!attributing!her!to!being!a!representation!of!the!atomic!bombings,!or!as!being!rooted!in!the!realQlife!story!of!a!girl!who!was!trapped!down!a!well.!However,!it!was!far!more!common!for!participants!to!assign!meanings!to!aspects!of!her!appearance.!Most!participants!commented!on!Sadako’s!long!wet!hair,!which!obscures!her!face.!The!meaning!behind!this!was!consistently!linked!to!the!idea!of!faces,!and!suggestive!of!prioritising!the!importance!of!seeing!someone’s!face!in!British!culture,!something!that!is!often!communicated!in!Western!horror!films!through!the!use!of!masks!(Werner!2010).!For!example:!! Andrew:! I!think!that!gives!an!air!of!mystery,!you!can’t!see!her!face,!you!don’t!know!what’s!going!on!under!there.!It’s!literal!as!well!as!a!metaphor…!that’s!something!which!I!suppose!goes!throughout!horror!with!people!wearing!masks!and!having!scarred!faces!and!that!sort!of!thing.!!!! Elliot:! ! I!think!what!is!very!well!done,!I!think!he!realizes!the!importance!of!faces,!and!I!think!that!faces!is!important!because!although!you!know!it’s!a!girl!and!you!can!tell!she’s!pretty!young,!you!can’t!see!the!character!at!all.!Seeing!faces!is!an!important!thing!because!it’s!the!way!people!register!with!people.!!Alongside!the!inability!to!connect!through!seeing!Sadako’s!face,!another!common!interpretation!was!a!fear!of!the!unknown!that!lurked!behind!her!hair.!This!was!most!prominently!summed!up!in!Andrew’s!observation!that:!“You!can’t!see!her!face,!you!don’t!know!what’s!going!on!under!there…You!can’t!see!her!face,!and!
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when!she!shows!you!her!face!you!die”.!Only!John!offered!an!explanation!of!the!hair!itself,!observing!that!“The!hair!is!actually!similar!to!a!lot!of!the!characters!in!Buddhist!horror!stories”.!! Whereas!the!hair!and!eye!of!Sadako’s!appearance!are!tied!into!very!specific!elements!of!folktales,!her!white!dress!is!linked!to!the!more!accessible!connotation!of!white!with!burial!kimono!even!in!modern!day!Japan.!This!example!highlights!the!varying!degrees!of!crossQcultural!competency!that!emerged!as!having!influenced!participants’!interpretations.!A!number!of!interviewees!had!knowledge!of!Japanese!culture,!either!as!a!student!or!from!personal!interest,!and!a!few!were!able!to!discern!the!link!to!burial!colours.!John!was!able!to!recount!an!anecdote!as!to!how!he!knew!this,!demonstrating!interpretation!through!a!lived!experience:!“Well,!apparently!white!in!Japan!means!death.!I!have!a!friend!who!was!going!to!wear!a!white!yukata!to!the!Gion!
matsuri!and!he!was!told!‘do!not!do!that’”.!! Other!participants!were!more!hesitant!in!associating!white!with!burial!kimono!even!when!they!possessed!this!knowledge.!Upon!raising!this!association,!these!participants!did!so!alongside!an!alternative!meaning.!Usually!the!alternative!meaning!was!deemed!either!more!or!equally!authentic.!This!demonstrates!that!an!audience!never!just!has!one!framework!thorough!which!they!can!interpret,!they!have!the!ability!to!choose!from!a!range!of!meanings!which!are!available!to!them:!! Dawn:!! I!think!the!white!is!maybe!innocence?!Because!white!is!the!colour!of!innocence.!I!also!know!in!Asia!it’s!associated!with!grief!as!well,!because!they!wear!white,!traditionally,!at!funerals.!But!I!would!think!innocence.!!! Elliot:! ! I!could!be!wrong!on!this,!but!I!think!white!particularly!in!Chinese!cultures!is!associated!with!death,!and!I!think!it!
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might!be!in!Japanese!cultures!as!well.!They!definitely!wear!black!to!funerals!in!Japan,!I!don’t!know!whether!they….!Because!a!lot!of!the!spirits!in!Noh!and!Kabuki!definitely!wear!white!and!have!white!faces.!So!I!think!white’s!maybe!connected!with!death!and!ghosts,!that’s!what!I’d!associate!it!with.!Even!if!I!didn’t!know!that!I’d!probably!associate!it!with!ghosts.!!Participants!who!had!less!exposure!to!Japanese!culture,!and!therefore!less!potential!cultural!knowledge!from!which!to!determine!a!meaning,!overwhelmingly!interpreted!Sadako’s!white!dress!through!the!Western!equation!of!white!with!innocence.!This!was!often!justified!with!reference!to!narrative!elements!such!as!her!having!died!when!she!was!a!young!girl.!Acknowledging!Sadako’s!position!as!a!girl,!Jamie!demonstrated!intercontextual!meaningQmaking!by!applying!frameworks!of!British!horror!to!the!interpretation!of!her!white!dress:!! Jamie:! ! Well!it's!similar!to!traditional!British!kind!of!horror!I!think,!like!in!those!spooky!ones!with!girls!in!white!Victorian!dresses!and!that!kind!of!thing.!I!think!that's!the!Japanese!equivalent!of!that!kind!of!era.!I!don't!know!if!it!is!like!a!more!traditional!outfit!but!it!has!that!kind!of!look!to!it.!!! The!least!discussed!aspect!of!Sadako’s!appearance!was!her!eye.!Many!participants!found!no!meaning!in!this!and!simply!dismissed!it!as!a!superficial!creepy!image,!linked!to!an!unknowablilty!or!inability!to!connect.!Ideas!about!eyes!as!“the!windows!to!the!soul”!were!expressed!as!well!as!the!belief!that!“everyone!has!a!fear!of!eyes”.!A!couple!of!literal!interpretations!based!purely!upon!a!reading!of!the!narrative!were!also!related.!The!implication!of!these!narrativeQbased!interpretations!is!that!even!when!an!audience!does!not!possess!a!prior!framework!through!which!they!can!deduce!meaning,!the!opportunity!exists!to!deduce!it!from!the!text!itself:!! Ruth:! ! I!mean,!is!she!looking!up!because!she!was!looking!up!out!of!!
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Mike:! Like!in!The/Ring!and!The/Grudge!and!stuff!like!this,!it!kind!of!just,!there’s!that!sort!of!like!supernatural!theme!where!it’s!more!sort!of!story,!I!guess!there’s!not!so!much!some!geezer!running!round!in!a!hockey!mask!with!a!chainsaw!trying!to!cut!people!up.!There’s!more!sort!of!always!coming!to!get!you!but!not!necessarily!something!like,!I!dunno,!kind!of!just!kind!of!normal!rather!than!just!all!out!fucked!up.!! Graham:! Like,!for!example,!in!Dark/Water…!It’s!very!childlike,!but!she’s!obviously!a!monster!because!her!skin’s!green!and!she!has!like!no!face,!but!she!still!acts!like!a!child.!Whereas!in!American!horror!films!or!Western!ones,!they’re!either!sick!people!but!they’re!still!human,!or!they’re!like!monsters!who!don’t!really!act!like!humans.!!These!recognitions!of!difference!begin!to!hint!at!the!aforementioned!prominent!differences!between!Japanese!and!Western!horror!films:!Differences!in!Japanese!culture!in!approaches!towards!spirits,!and!differences!in!the!representation!of!ghosts!as!something!more!tied!into!the!real!world!that!can!mix!with!humans!unidentified.!Although!many!participants!noticed!a!marked!difference!or!“uniqueness”!in!this!portrayal!of!ghosts,!they!generally!lacked!the!JapanQspecific!cultural!context!through!which!to!interpret!them.!As!a!result!of!this,!interviewees!often!struggled!to!pin!down!the!idea!of!the!ghost!despite!recognising!individual!elements:!! Graham:! As!in!they!have!human!form!and!their!motives!are!very!human,!like!they!wanna!get!revenge.!But!they’re!kind!of!like…!I!suppose!they’re!like!weird,!they’re!not!human,!but!they!are!at!the!same!time,!which!makes!them!more!scary.!!!! Peter:! ! They’re!almost!like!halfQghost!halfQhuman.!In!other!films!where!they’re!either!ghosts!or!people,!in!these!they’re!not…!like!in!Paranormal!Activity,!the!first!one!it’s!definitely!a!
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! Anna:! ! When!I!was!doing!psychology,!we!were!looking!at!how!much!pain!the!separation!causes!a!child!when!the!mother!leaves,!and!apparently!Japanese!babies!get!it!the!worst!because!Japanese!mothers!are!the!most!kind!of…mothering,!apparently.!So!that!was!always!in!the!back!of!my!mind,!but,!I!know!that!Japan!has!cram!schools!and!suicide!rates!are!really,!really!high!as!well,!so!maybe!it!is!a!commentary!on!working!parents!and!children!are!neglected,!maybe!the!children’s!emotional!welfare!is!questionable.!!The!injustices!suffered!by!these!child!ghosts!are!often!familyQbased.!The!frequency!alone!of!the!child!ghost!trope!was!a!contributing!factor!which!led!some!participants!to!conclude!that!it!must!constitute!a!problem!in!modern!Japanese!society,!rather!than!something!rooted!in!traditional!folk!stories.!This!was!a!revelation,!as!other!findings!of!this!study!would!point!to!supernatural!tropes!being!uniformly!linked!by!audiences!to!the!more!traditional!roots!of!the!films,!rather!than!to!modern!society.!! Living!children!in!contemporary!Japanese!horror!film,!perhaps!by!the!merit!of!being!more!realistic,!tended!to!draw!more!direct!comparisons!with!perceived!societal!issues!in!Japan.!Participants!who!were!more!discriminate!in!applying!the!term!horror!tended!to!tie!this!issue!strongly!into!social!commentary.!This!is!perhaps!reflective!of!the!categorisation!of!films!such!as!Confessions!and!
Battle/Royale!as!a!kind!of!“social!horror”,!distinct!from!the!regular!horror!genre.!Readings!ranged!from!sympathetic,!with!observations!about!broken!homes,!to!commentary!upon!disruptive!students:!! Caroline:! Well,!in!Confessions,!I!think!the!children!aren’t!necessarily!the!bad!guys.!I!mean!everything!about!the!teacher!and!the!way!she!sort!of!plots!it!out…I!think!it!reflects!on!society.!Like,!sometimes!when!kids!are!so!bad!it’s!not!necessarily!their!fault.!!! Sarah:! ! Probably,!because!they!say!Battle/Royale!happened!when!students!didn't!respect!their!teachers,!or!appreciate!life!or!whatever,!so!they!do!this!in!order!to!make!them!think,!
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Honour,*suicide*and*bullying*Unlike!the!previously!discussed!elements,!when!interviewees!mentioned!ideas!about!honour!within!Japanese!culture,!these!were!universally!based!on!a!wider!cultural!knowledge!of!Japan!that!they!recognised!within!the!films,!rather!than!being!influenced!by!the!films!themselves.!Honour!in!Japanese!society!was!often!presented!as!something!which!you!“wouldn’t!get!in!Western!culture”,!or!a!variance!upon!that!idea:!! Mike:! ! Ummm,!no!not!really,!I!dunno,!maybe!they!are!a!little!bit!more…!reserved,!a!little!bit!more!thoughtful!with!their!actions.!Just!a!bit!more!mutual!respect!for!everyone,!and!you!never!get!any!over!here.!I!just!don't!get!that!from!watching!most!Japanese!cultural!stuff,!whether!it!be!a!horror!film!or!a!TV!series!or,!I!think!I!get!my!sort!of!feelings!from!Japanese!culture!as!a!whole!really.!!! David:!! I!dunno,!Japanese!people!have!this!sort!of!whole!thing!about!honor,!and!she![the!teacher!in!Confessions]!doesn’t!go!and!get!revenge!in!a!fast!way!by!going!out!to!kill!them,!she!goes!out!to!try!and!show!them!what!they’ve!done!is!wrong.!!!! Andrew:! When!you!see!the!surgeon![in!Grotesque]/and!the!way!he!talks!about!things,!I!don’t!have!much!knowledge!about!these!sorts!of!things,!but!the!way!he!talks!to!people,!it!
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Limitations!In!moving!towards!the!conclusion!of!this!thesis,!it!is!necessary!to!provide!a!reminder!of!the!limitations!of!the!study!as!originally!addressed!in!chapter!three.!These!limitations!have!particular!implications!in!terms!of!the!generalisability!of!the!results!discussed!in!this!chapter,!hence!the!decision!to!offer!up!hypotheses!rather!than!conclusions.!The!limited!sample!size!of!this!study!in!turn!gives!a!limited!picture!of!the!full!range!and!definition!of!the!genre!of!contemporary!Japanese!horror!film.!Although!larger!sample!sizes!would!likely!suggest!a!wider!range!of!interpretations,!this!would!presumably!not!be!exponentially!so.!! As!this!study!was!deliberately!locally,!historically!and!culturally!specific,!findings!are!not!necessarily!extendable!across!a!longQterm!trajectory,!or!across!other!cultures.!However,!it!is!hoped!that!this!research!could!provide!a!starting!point!for!such!studies.!Given!the!individual!and!fragmented!nature!of!audiences,!neither!are!the!opinions!of!the!participants!extendable!to!audiences!outside!of!this!study.!However,!given!the!New!Audience!Research!approach,!it!is!asserted!that!the!general!frameworks!identified!are!applicable!to!further!studies.!! The!inevitability!of!researcher!bias!must!also!be!addressed.!I!conducted!this!study!as!a!single!researcher!and!knowingly!positioned!myself!at!the!same!level!as!the!interviewees,!as!a!fellow!viewer!of!contemporary!Japanese!horror!film.!In!order!to!allow!for!emergent!theories,!I!based!my!areas!of!analysis!upon!participant!responses.!However,!it!is!inevitable!that!I!brought!prior!knowledge!to!the!study.!Although!all!efforts!were!made!to!acknowledge!my!positionality!and!its!influence!upon!interpretations!of!the!data,!bias!always!remains!a!possibility.!!! In!addition!to!the!limitations!originally!discussed!in!chapter!three,!there!are!two!key!questions!which!the!results!of!this!thesis!pose,!which!can!be!linked!
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to!limitations!emerging!as!a!result!of!the!methodology!and!structure!of!this!thesis:!1. What!are!the!differences!within!the!UK!audience!itself,!and!can!they!be!grouped!into!subQdemographics?!2. Is!it!really!possible!to!group!UK!audiences’!interpretations!so!neatly!into!sections!as!this!thesis!implies?!Audiences!by!their!very!nature!as!individuals!are!heterogeneous.!In!examining!the!results!of!the!audience!interviews!it!is!evident!that!certain!attributes!of!an!individual!were!likely!to!have!influence!upon!their!interpretations.!For!example,!interviewees!who!were!towards!the!upperQlimit!of!the!age!range!were!far!more!likely!to!be!aware!of,!and!have!experienced,!Tartan/Asia/Extreme’s!marketing,!and!interviewees!with!firstQhand!experience!of!Japan!often!structured!their!answers!differently!from!those!who!had!none.!While!this!is!acknowledged!to!some!extent!in!the!results!chapters,!in!retrospect!it!would!have!been!beneficial!to!set!out!to!actively!sample!different!demographics!within!the!UK!audience,!rather!than!taking!those!between!eighteen!and!thirty!as!a!demographic!in!itself.!! It!is!both!a!limitation!and!a!concern!of!this!thesis!that!the!grouping!of!audience!interpretations!in!the!results!chapters!may!give!the!impression!of!an!overlyQsimplified!reception!landscape.!Reception!is,!of!course,!incredibly!multiQfaceted!and!it!is!unlikely!that!any!two!interviewees!had!exactly!the!same!interpretation.!For!the!purposes!of!gathering!similar!data,!individual!interviews!mainly!took!place!around!particular!areas!identified!during!the!focus!group!research,!and!in!order!to!present!the!results!coherently!interpretations!were!grouped!together!under!broad!headings.!While!I!still!believe!that!my!methodology!was!appropriate!for!the!purposes!of!this!research!and!in!minimising!my!own!bias,!with!more!time!and!resources!the!study!could!have!
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benefitted!from!a!third!stage!of!anecdotal!interviews!where!participants!would!have!been!encouraged!to!talk!at!length!about!their!experiences!of!a!particular!film!in!their!own!terms!and!without!prescribed!categories!of!focus.!These!would!then!be!analysed!from!a!phenomenological!perspective,!in!order!to!gain!an!extremely!subjective!and!‘messy’!idea!of!how!an!individual!interprets!a!particular!contemporary!Japanese!horror.!!
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